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New Year's Message
By: Dr. Michael Epter, DO
At the beginning of the month ‐ like many of
you ‐ I had the opportunity to celebrate with
family and friends the New Year. Thankfully,
Phoenix has not had to brave the winter
“bomb cyclone” weather. For all of us, the
new year gives us a moment to reflect on the
year past and what lies ahead.
Continue Reading...

Join a Committee!
Now is your chance to bring your ideas to the
table, make change a reality, and sharpen
your leadership skills. We are currently
accepting applications for CORD Committees.
Positions begin at #CORDAA18.
Resident Applications: Click Here
PD & Faculty Applications: Click Here
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Advertise at Academic Assembly
You've already registered, booked your hotel
room, and signed up for some great limited
sessions; all that's left is to advertise in the
Academic Assembly On‐Site Guide! Learn
more about advertising rates/orders.

What Happens When Quirky
Marries Crazy?
Throw in loud music, an even louder audience
and you’ve got yourself a heck of a time! It’s
the EMRA Quiz Show and we’re looking for
teams now. Wanna play? This competition is
so popular, we have to hold a lottery – so
don’t delay* Team sign‐up ends Feb. 28

More from on the reCORD
Submit your application today for the CORD/EMF Grant.
Starter Grant: Two @ $10,000 | Learn how to apply
Education Research Grant Two @ $25,000 | Learn how to apply
Deadline is February 16, 2018.

CORDAA17 Session Recordings
Missed out on sessions from the 2017 Academic Assembly or want to get ready for 2018 in San
Antonio? Here are a few links to help you along. Click here to see past videos.





Time Management for the Physician
Failed Coping recognizing Suicide Risk
Exercises for Stress Reduction
Preventing Burnout in Residency

ABEM is ending PS‐LLSA Requirement
In response to your feedback, ABEM is adjusting their requirements; read more.
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JETem is looking for submissions
JETem is an online, open access, peer‐reviewed journal repository for EM educators in all major
topic areas. Submit today!

CORD President | Michael Epter, DO

CORD Executive Director | Michele Byers, CMP, CAE
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